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Now the first thing you want to do when you get the writing assignment is: 

Start early. Start thinking about what you want to do that way you can have 

enough time to write the paper and then revise it and now where you can 

get a hundred on it. 
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Number two is to brainstorm ideas. So right after you get the paper start 

thinking about what you want to do over the next couple days. Who knows, 

maybe you’ll be running on the treadmill on the gym, and a nice idea will 

pop up in your head. 

Research the topic. So take the ideas that you’ve had and go online research

them go to the library get some more information on that. 

You can start outlining your topic. Now you want to outline your topic based 

on what you want your essay to be. You don’t want a shorthand if you don’t 

want to take any shortcuts because an outline is very important. It’s a way to

organize your thoughts and to get a cohesive paper that connects. 

And after that, you can start writing your essay. Now the way you want to do

that is based on the outline make sure you have one thought per paragraph, 

and then you have a good introduction and conclusion that way you can 

have an effective paper. 

Now one of the biggest problems we see here is students using words they 

don’t know the meaning on. They go to the thesaurus, and then they look up 

synonyms and use the word blindly without looking at the definition. 

So, the pieces of advice are: 
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